Pen y Pass 2016
DAY ONE (Friday 4th November 2016)
5 head for North Wales - Pistyll Rhaeadr Waterfall circuit (3.9 mile)

When you go to bed at midnight the last thing you want to do is get up at 4:45 am, However, I
was awoken at this ridiculous time by my watch alarm. Fumbling in the dark the watch fell off the
bedside shelf and continued to make its alarming sound somewhere in the dark below, threatening to
wake up the whole house. There was nothing for it – I had to turn the light on to recover the
beeping watch; plans to get up in mouse-like mode had to be abandoned. Apologising profusely to
Mrs AB I crept downstairs in the dark trying not to wake the rest of the slumbering Browns. It
was time to head off for another rendezvous with Mike and Mick at Roger’s at 5:45am,
The early start meant that we could include a walk en route; in this case a circular walk taking in
views of Pistyll Rhaeadr Waterfall located south west of Llangollen.
Everyone was on time and raring to go. The Lotus was hidden under cover at the end of Roger’s
drive behind his car and when Mike arrived a couple of minutes later even Mick thought I had not
yet arrived – so the cloaking strategy was working well. One more passenger was ready and
waiting at Brentwood. With Steve safely stowed and walking stuff stuffed into the S-Max’s
voluminous luggage compartment, we were off on another Expo trip, this time the destination was
North Wales. The driver sounded a bit croaky – Mike was suffering the after effects of a winter
bug. The bug was probably keen to infect new hosts among the passengers in the comfortable but
sealed environment of the S-Max enclosure.
As the miles ebbed away I was soon nodding off as my brain insisted on shutting down in an
attempt to achieve a reasonable sleep quota. At one point I had a disturbing dream – I was still
in bed and as I awoke I was surprised and relieved to see that I had not overslept after all –
instead the scene that confronted me as I regained consciousness was of the open road whizzing
towards me at 69.9 mph as we headed northwards.
We arrived in good time and parked at the Tan-y-Pistyll Café
conveniently located next to Pistyll Rhaeadr Waterfall. Before we drove in
we spotted a sign indicating the car parking fee of three pounds on a
prominent sign. With miraculous inflation, by the time we parked another sign in front
of us indicated a four pound parking fee. We were just discussing this anomaly when a young lady
darted out from the café to collect the parking fee. A satisfactory outcome of the fee discrepancy
ensued when Mick used his forceful charm; offering a payment and verbal confirmation of “three
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pounds”; there was no argument – perhaps Theresa May would be interested in Mick’s negotiating
strategy if Article 50 is ever triggered. I think the idea is that you hand over your offer and shake
hands at the same time leaving no time for any negotiation. Anyway, it was probably not a good
idea to mention Brexit in a politically divided walking party - so I won’t mention Brexit or the
benefits of being a member of the European Union in this write up ever again (unless provoked).

Tan-y-Pistyll Pitstop

After hours sitting comfortably in the car I was ready to put my walking feet into action – but I
was mistakenly premature. It was still raining slightly
and this was enough for the magnetic pull of the café to
take hold and drag everyone in for pre-walk
refreshments. It turned out that this was the correct
thing to do- by the time we emerged from the café the
rain had subsided and the skies were brightening.
The start of the walk was marked by a curious wooden
carving, a bearded guardian of the falls. From the car
park we took the path through a gate and across an iron
bridge. From there we spent a while admiring the 240
foot high falls from various viewing angles. A natural
arch half way up the falls provided an impressive
feature for the cascading water to pass through on its
gravitationally assisted downwards path.
“Welcome to Wales… ahem, by the way, have you paid the appropriate parking fee?”
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Pistyll Rhaeadr Waterfall circuit

Autumnal views of Pistyll Rhaeadr Waterfall – anyone need a wee?
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There’s always someone determined to get in shot
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We headed off through the woods on a circular route that Mick had sorted out beforehand. The
range of autumnal colours provided a pleasing backdrop for Expo photographers.

Mick’s route forward takes brexit branch

Somewhere under the rainbow, is there a crock of gold?
No, just a crock
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The sunshine and showers continued throughout the afternoon, and occasionally a rainbow was
spotted straddling the valley. A pleasant circular walk with a variety of scenery took us back to the
car for the onward hour’s journey to Pen-y-pass Youth Hostel.
Despite the fact that I had found to my surprise that I was indeed a youth hostel member, and
that the Youth Hostel warden was coincidentally called Steve Webb, he (the warden) was unable or
unwilling to provide any reimbursement. Instead he stated proudly that there was no WiFi and no
mobile coverage at the hostel. We were off the communications grid with only a landline telephone
available if anyone needed contact with the outside world.
We trudged up to our palatial rabbit hutch accommodation and discovered that five beds had been
wedged into every available nook and cranny. My bottom bunk felt like a small cave; I was glad
that I did not suffer from claustrophobia. Mick’s bottom bunk was also deceptively small and he
had to plan his entry and brexit technique with military precision because of the very tight tolerances
(sorry did I mention brexit again!). His sardine like body seemed to be perfectly matched to one of
the possible bunk entry points. If he had an extra helping of sticky toffee pudding that evening I
think he could well have been trapped in there for several days.

And he’s buying a stairway to bedlam
When he gets there he knows
If the Youth Hostel’s closed
With a code he can get through the front door
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Incompatible: Mick’s bottom bunk and Mick’s bottom

There were no pubs within staggering distance of
the Youth Hostel, so Mike kindly offered to drive
us toward Llanberis in search of a suitable place
to eat.
We found a cosy pub at Nant Peris along the
Pass of Llanberis called the Vaynol Arms. The
landlady welcomed us warmly and suggested we
might like to sit at a table near an open fire. I’m
not a frequenter of public houses, but this one felt ideal for the occasion.

The drinks are on you, Roger – I’ll drink to that!
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One meal and several night caps later I was ready to try to find the entrance to my bunk – it had
been a long day. When we arrived at the hostel unsurprisingly the free parking spaces were taken,
so we had to grudgingly park in the pay and display car park opposite – the popular starting
point for Snowdon ascents via either the Pyg or Miners track.
One benefit of being so tired was that I was asleep within minutes and immune to all the various
nocturnal noises – the squeaks and snores, the patter of feet to the little boys’ room – they all
passed me by as I slept log-like dreaming of a past visit to the pay and display car park 27
years ago at the end of the three peaks challenge (somehow completed in 23 hours and 30
minutes)…
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DAY TWO (Remember, remember, Saturday 5th November 2016)
Nantile Ridge (6.5 mile)

Saturday dawned and looking out of the hostel window revealed busloads of hill walkers milling
around in the damp car park opposite. We had been warned of the wintry conditions on Snowdon by
Steve Webb-the-Other (warden), so we opted for the quieter and less snowbound route of the
Nantile ridge.
Looking back at previous Expos (ref Snowdon Ranger Expo 1997 link:
http://www.expo99a.co.uk/expo/1997_snowdon.pdf), this had been previously included in a walk 19
years ago along with Y-Garn in March 1997.

1997 Expo: Pete, Steve, Roger, and AB
in the year 5 BC (Before Children)

After a fortifying youth hostel breakfast and kit inspection we made our way to the Pen-y-pass
car park. As I opened the car boot to retrieve my walking boots I saw a flash of red as an
unexpected vortex whipped my boot bag out of the car. The bag swirled around in the air and then
snagged itself on a barb wire fence just over the car park wall, I decided to try to retrieve the bag,
but another gust of wind sent the red bag skyward. In a matter of seconds the bag was on its way
sailing upwards over a distant ridge towards Beddgelert – it would probably reach the start of our
walk before we did.
We dropped Roger off on the way at Sygun Copper Mine – he seemed to be the only visitor there
for a while and was given free access to the mines. Following a recent op Roger needed to avoid
heavy exertion and Nantile Ridge would not be on the list of the prescribed gentler walks. The
Sherpa Bus Service would provide Roger’s safe return to Pen-y-pass, but we would be passing
through Beddgelert on the way back in case there turned out to be any problems with the bus.
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The start of our route would be the Rhyd Ddu carpark, scene of the 2014 ascent by the Brown
Bryant Brexpidition (nearly said Brexit again there). As we strolled along the path from the car
park we came across an over engineered gate courtesy of European Union funding. On this occasion
I had to agree that it was not quite in keeping with the surrounding countryside – sometimes an old
wooden gate is all you really need. More evidence of EU handy work was found next to the path.

And this year’s winner of the European Union appreciation society is … not Mick
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Wandering lonely - not as a crowd – sometime you just need your own space
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The end is in sight – I think it’s Steve’s

Scrambling up Nantile Ridge
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Meanwhile, within line of sight, the fifth member of the party was strolling around Beddgelert
station and realised a few weeks later that the Nantile ridge had been captured in the background.

Rog

Beddgelert station with the Nantile ridge – if you look closely you make out Steve leaning into the wind
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©urtesy Roger Choo-Choo Lawrence

The scramble up onto the ridge was quite steep in places. At one point I was uncertain about which
route to take. Mike and Steve had skirted down and around an awkward section – whereas Mick
had scrambled up and through, I decided to take the Bryant-Webb route, but as I started to
descend, Mick’s route suddenly looked less daunting – so I ended up scrambling up and through
the tight passage. Either way we were rewarded by good views of Nantile Ridge.

Steve has a leaning for windswept ridges
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Spot the hillwalkers – the Obelisk on the far peak marks the end of our ridge excursion

The full ridge would have required a two car drop off – and as we only had one at our disposal,
we back tracked after reaching a the distant obelisk, dropping down into Beddgelert Forest for the
return leg.
The venue for the evening’s meal was the Tyn-y-Coed Inn (also visited by the Brown Bryant
Snowdonia expedition in 2014). Since we had last been there the stagecoach displayed opposite the
Tyn-y-Coed Inn had been rebuilt. On the way out while looking at the stagecoach construction
plans displayed near the entrance, we met the owner Jayne Wainwright and she told us about the
stagecoach.

Jayne Wainwright proudly displaying her restored stagecoach
A former owner of Ty’n y Coed purchased the first stagecoach from the makers of the Alfred Hitchcock directed
1939 film, Jamaica Inn. It was a genuine coach, painted with the names Oakhampton to London route. In the
late 1980s Jayne part exchanged the vehicle for the Yorkshire Rose Stagecoach. Over the years the coach
deteriorated and it was decided that a new one would be built. Fortunately the plans to build a new stagecoach
were still available from the Royal Mail and are now on display in the reception at the inn. The original chassis
was refurbished on site. All the metal on the old coach was stripped off, sand blasted, primed and put back. As
the new carriage is an exact replica Royal Mail coach, it was decided to paint it in the Royal Mail livery. Keith
Martin of Anglesey completed the sign writing. The rebuild was completed in January 2016.
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DAY THREE (Sunday 17th April 2016)
Lake circuit (2.6 mile)

The last day of the expo dawned and the rain had set in for the morning. It was decided that a
low level lakeside circuit of Llyn Idwal was the best option, followed by a quick tour of local
hillwalking shops as a wet weather alternative.
I was determined not to make any more political sensitive references. “Let’s go down to Brexit” I
said, “Oops – I meant breakfast,” A similar mistake to the welsh conservative leader during his
speech on er … you-know-what.

Start of lakeside walk - Idwal Cottage Youth Hostel

The start of the walk was opposite Idwal Cottage Youth Hostel where the Brown-Bryant party
stayed in 2014. A
pleasantly dry and warm
room next to the Youth
Hostel was displaying
promotional video of the
local area. This was a
tempting place to linger in
comparison to the soggy
reality of the day – but it
had to be done.
Llyn Idwal circuit
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On the last lap

What a grey day
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Despite the damp and dismal conditions Expo photographers were still conjuring up atmospheric
landscapes …

Llandscape around Llyn Idwal (©urtesy Mike Bryant)

Llyn Idwal, the Devil's Kitchen and Y Garn (©urtesy Roger Lawrence)

We returned to the car where damp clothes could
be peeled away and replaced by drier attire.
The lure of local hillwalking shops would also
provide drier conditions and a snack stop before
heading home in the afternoon – thanks again to
Mike for driving.
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Roger recalls the days when there
was a lot of Bronica baggage

The Guardian of the Falls sadly says its…
The End
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